
LIMPOPO (ONLY AVAILABLE IN WHITE) RHINE (ONLY AVAILABLE IN WHITE)NILE (AVAILABLE IN SIX COLOURS)KEI (ONLY AVAILABLE IN WHITE) 

WALL HUNG WC 
Featuring ultra fine ceramic,  

a soft close seat and stainless  

steel hinges, the Duzi wall hung pan  

is the last word in contemporary styling.  

The square shape is ideally suited to a modern 

minimalist bathroom and designed to add a  

touch of sleek beauty to your bathroom.

DUZI

UNASHAMEDLY  
STYLISH 

INTRODUCING  

THE EXQUISITE NEW 

ADESSO RANGE 
BY LECICO

ZAMBEZI
RIMLESS 
SOFT CLOSE 
WALL HUNG 
PAN

Clean organic lines 

guarantee the beauty 

and functionality of this 

product for many years 

to come. 

Soft close seats ensure 

your WC is always closed 

when not in use.  

The rimless pan adds 

an extra level of hygiene 

to your bathroom with 

effortless cleaning that 

avoids a build-up of 

germs and bacteria, 

whilst also also improving 

flush efficiency. 
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BORING IS A THING OF THE PAST WITH 
THE NILE BASIN -  CHOOSE FROM 6 
GLAMOROUS MATT COLOURS
From a dramatic matt black finish, guaranteed to amp up the style 

factor in any bathroom, to that all time favourite, classic white for 

timeless style, we’re banishing boring from your bathroom forever.

No more compromising on style and quality - with the Nile range you 

can find the perfect style to complement your personality.
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LECICO Quality Bathroom Solutions

20A Moody Avenue | Gunner's Circle | Epping Industria | 7490

BUSINESS HOURS: Mon - Fri 8:00 - 17:00 

CONTACT DETAILS: Tel: +27 21 531 9848 | info@lecicosa.co.za

UNASHAMEDLY 
STYLISH,

EFFORTLESSLY 
ELEGANT

FLUSHED WITH SUCCESS 
Lecico are proud to announce the launch of ADESSO, 

an exceptional addition to their bathroom collection. 

Form and functionality are seamlessly combined in 

a range of glamorous, high quality bathroom pieces 

made from ultra fine ceramic.

Adesso’s streamlined organic styling transforms  

your bathroom into a tranquil haven -  

a luxury in todays fast paced lifestyles.

Soft closing seats and stainless steel hinges come 

standard on the wall hung pan range, adding to the 

strength and durability of these products. 

The ADESSO range is the first choice for the 

discerning client who demands excellence and  

will accept nothing less than the best.
QUALITY GUARANTEED

PEACE OF MIND 
Lecico’s 20 year guarantee on all ceramics offer you  

peace of mind when you purchase any of their products.
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KEI - WHITE ONLY

NILE - WHITE
NILE - GREEN

NILE - GREY

NILE - BLUE

NILE - BROWN

NILE - BLACK

RHINE - WHITE ONLY

LIMPOPO  - WHITE ONLY


